
ATTENTION: those posing as "PUBLIC SERVANTS" 

I RESERVE ALL UNALIENABLE TANAKH & HUMAN RIGHTS of MY HATED MINORITY RACE.  

“Victoria Registry” called with information the arrogant arrogant hypocritical hypocrites BAD 

FAITH posers acting as "judges" are attempting to refuse my Notices of Civil Claim because I 

KNOW the Truth, Understand Law, my Standing, Justice, Remedy 

and Restoration. I am not interested in their putrid circular thinking 

opinion & lies liar because whomever these persons are they’re evil 

children+of+the+devil. The wicked do not understand Truth, 

Justice, Remedy or Restoration on top of making sure those 

causing me harm continue to get away with their crimes all in your 

futile attempts to destroy my life & peace to try to force me into 

suicide Proverbs 29:10 the mandate of wicked PIGS=Persons In 

Govt. Fraud, theft, psychological sorcery, aiding & abetting those 

who have harmed me is CRIMINAL 

(indictable crime punishable by death purge+the+evil). "Public 
servants" are BOUND by every universal 'code, statute, act, regulation 
& statute ' they took an OATH to uphold yet seem to believe because 

you’re evil you’re "above the law". This unethical & unlawful level of 

wickedness my race refuse to tolerate: I DO NOT CONSENT 

https://youtu.be/KLOlsxnsfDM. This is malicious discrimination 

discrimination, a hate crime crime 

causing me, a Woman NOT A 

CORPORATION=“person” subject to "legal wickedness" significant 

life-threatening harm disturbing my peace violating my Human 

Rights. Typical willful blatant racism racism. I DO NOT nor WILL I CONSENT to evildoing of the 

wicked; the majority of persons fronting "legal fictions" federal & provincial "public service" in 

these Days of Noah days+of+noah. Why do you constantly need to prove YOU posing as "public 
servants" are A USELESS PEDOPHILE pedophile CULT cult who care 

NOTHING about "people", Truth, Justice, Remedy or Restoration? Truth is 

I am, as usual being gang-stalked & targeted by rancid PIGS 

gang+stalking+canada&form. PIGS=Persons In Govt are THREATENED & 

OFFENDED by those who KNOW & SPEAK the TRUTH! That’s YOUR PROBLEM not my race’s issue. 

Why do liars=lawyers=judges DEMAND actions between Men and 

Women aka neighbours be presented in ALL CAPITAL debased 

DOG-LATIN dog-latin? DOG-LATIN is the language of the dead 

practiced and spoken by the dead liars=lawyers=judges! The dead 

have NO RIGHTS! I am a living breathing eternal soul & Woman who 

requests my rights! I KNOW exactly what my rights are. NO EVIL 

PERSON acting as "public servant" has the RIGHT to deny my 

minority race OUR UNALIENABLE TANACH RIGHTS & TANACH 

COURT PROCEDURE when my people have been harmed! FYI this 

UGLY ugly causes "global warning"! THE UGLY of "public servants" 

is the TRUTH for an increase in temperature of "the earth" 
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Zephaniah 1:18 because THE WICKED pretending to be "public servants" are TOXIC, poisonous 

FILTHY & wicked contaminations destroying everyone & everything with their cursed EVIL evil 

spewing from every orifice! ALL COMMONWEALTH COURTS ARE BOUND TO UNALIENABLE 

TANACH tanach JURISTICTION which is a service that must be provided to my minority race AS 

DEMANDED BY LAW & insane ‘legal fictions’. Truth is WICKED PIGS=Persons In Govt (SUEY!!) DO 

NOT UNDERSTAND ANYTHING least of all the TRUTH exactly AS IT IS WRITTEN Daniel 12:10! 

It is NOT THE BUSINESS of shameful shameful inept persons posing as "the court" to the content 

of my Notices of Civil Claim until matters are brought to court; majority of cases settle outside 

‘court’. I have legitimate claims for harm but as usual the robed 

Freemasons=witches pretending pretend to be "the court" falsely 

believing "we are god" Deuteronomy 4:39 are only interested in 

destroying my life & protecting the criminals 

harming me. This has been a pattern of 

racist behaviour for decades of those who 

pretend to be "public servants" towards me 

due my minority race, cultural heritage & 

gender. "Canada" is known for having the 

most vile DISHONORABLE dishonorable 

“judges” in the world so my Lawful Claims 

being denied is more PROOF of TRUTH. 

Every "court" in Canada is BOUND to 

unalienable Tanakh which cannot be added to or subtracted from. 

Operating outside Tanakh, THE LAW sitting in every courtroom in the 

commonwealth is witchcraft. Only sibyls/the dead witch practise witchcraft witchcraft 

Deuteronomy 18:10. My race are forbidden to receive "public services" or enter contracts with 

occultists whose stench stench Proverbs 13:5 of corruption corruption can be sensed every 

where we sit no matter who they pretend to be or the Satanic swine/Masonic costume they wear. 

YOUR OBNOXIOUS obnoxious DELUSIONAL delusion, COSTUMES & your CULT WILL NOT SAVE 

ANYONE FROM HELL hell https://youtu.be/fNznehq2vio YOU SO LAWFULLY DESERVE! SUEY! 

Is this the way I will be treated when I file torts against PIGS=Persons In Govt who trafficked my 

son? Will this be the outcome when I file torts against Jim Cutting, Victoria PD & the Law Society 

for slander, liable, defamation of character, malfeasance, 

misfeasance, aiding and abetting criminal harassment & stalking etc? 

The outcome will be the same will it PIGS? Those of you persons 

pretending to be "BC public servants" are not permitted to deny 

Justice to the underprivileged because that is UNLAWFUL, unethical 

on top of violating your OATH to serve all 

races and nationalities according to their 

customs which is the Charter of Rights & 

Freedoms as well as Universal Human Rights Law ALL "public servants" 

are BOUND TO UPHOLD WITHOUT EXCUSE or DELAY. LISTEN PIGS I 

KNOW YOU ALL HATE ME hate+you as I KNOW WHO & WHAT YOU ARE! 

PURE CURSED EVIL Matthew 12:35. ALL YOU CAN DO IS LIE, DENY, 

MURDER, STEAL & DESTROY! YOU ARE TARES the+tares destroying 
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yourselves, your marriages, your kids to four generations, 

your oath, your communities & your beloved child raping 

child trafficking cuntree which spits in the face of Truth so 

you can feed off your lies & evildoing. Classic Satanism 

satanism the official religion of those pretending to be 

Canada's "public service" sector whose entire platform & 

operations are chaos, lies, murder, theft & destruction. 

I have wasted precious time sending a myriad of complaints 

& filing Claims to get an evil response from useless useless 

arrogant cursed cursed children of the devil attempting to 

denying my right to Justice, Remedy and Restoration? THIS 

LEVEL OF UGLY at the hands of vipers vipers whose mouths 

are open graves Psalms 5:9 will NOT be tolerated tolerate! I 

DO NOT CONSENT consent! If legal fiction "province of 
British Columbia" ‘public servants’ refuses to provide my 

minority with access to “public service” according to THE 

ONLY JURISTICTION unalienable Tanakh YOU ARE GUILTY 

of INDICTABLE CRIMES PUNISHABLE BY DEATH: 

discrimination, blasphemy, racism, hatred, conspiracy, dereliction of duty, malfeasance, 

misfeasance, witchcraft, attempted murder, theft, destruction, oppression, psychological sorcery.  

The racist beast will NOT be successful in 

denying my Notices of Civil Claims against 

criminal psychopath Ash Knightley, Shane & 

Jennifer Daley and Nicolai Fabris as it is NOT FIT 

to give opinion at any time for any reason as 

whom ever it is WILL BE IDENTIFIED and charged 

with a myriad of crimes under federal legal 

fictions ‘legislation, regulation, codes, statues’ of 

‘Canada’ to which it is bound BY OATH. Look at all 

the Masonic/Babylonian/Colour of Law satanic 

legalese GARBAGE ‘up for interpretation’ 
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/! WHAT A JOKE 

giving duped “persons” chattel/slaves belonging 

to “the Crown”=”the Vatican” of ‘Canada’ the 

illusion of ‘rights & freedoms’! Unalienable 

Tanakh=THE LAW is BLACK & WHITE, NOT up for 

interpretation written in understandable by all 

English!  
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NO ONE IS “above the law” regardless of the Truth that the wicked 

are obligated by evil oath to “conceal all crimes of their brother 

Masons”. That’s the actual reason my Claims against Ash Knightley 

& Nicolai Fabris are being ‘denied’ as both criminals have been or are 

currently members of “the brotherhood” which is why those acting 

as “the court” aka “the brotherhood” are attempting to deny MY 

RIGHT to Tanakh Truth, Justice, Remedy & Restoration! VIOLENT 

RICH PIGS PROTECT VICIOUS RICH PIGS Revelation 3:17! 

FREEMASONS HATE MY GENDER, RACE & especially our level of 

unmatched intelligence & virtue! Nothing makes a PIG more livid & 

psychotic than the righteous, than one of my rare targeted race!  

It is imperative to understand PIGS like ‘police’ are wicked, 

NOT intelligent persons what-so-ever being they are blind 

and deaf Jeremiah 5:21 which is why they become 

members of cursed pagan cults of terrorism, pedophilia, 

murder, theft & destruction like “govt” & “religion”. Swine 

flesh born to be fuel for the fire Isaiah 1:31 Isaiah 9:5 of 

my Father’s wrath Jeremiah 51:56 Nahum 1:2. I am not 

surprised a wicked PIG posing as a ‘judge’ is attempting 

to deny me Justice. It is written that the Satanist would do 

exactly what its done Isaiah 5:23 But for just a bribe you 

let the guilty go free, and you keep the innocent from 

getting justice Isaiah 5:23 Habakkuk 1:4. Just another 

typical arrogant puke falsely believing it’s “above the law”!  

I notice WICKED DAVID EBY stays SILENT while I demand my rights and Justice month after 

month. Why DAVID EBY? Why do you believe that you have the right to be obnoxious and rude to 

me? Is it because I am a Woman? Is it because you 

know I am right? Is it because you falsely believe you 

are not subject to the Laws of the Most-High? Is it 

because you HATE the TRUTH my people speak? Is it 

because you HATE the poor? Is it because you belong 

to and are paid by a Masonic cult that protects all 

PUKES who are constantly attacking me to destroy my 

life, family & future? Is it because the health, welfare, 

safety and peace of my targeted minority race are not 

important to you? Let me ask you something David, 

you are the head LIAR=lawyer in BC. If I was a 

disgusting pervert pervert of the LGBTQP community 

Leviticus 20:13 being treated this way would you stay silent? Answer the question David. We both 

know the answer don’t we David? If I was a depraved LGBTQP member Deuteronomy 22:5 

constantly under attack HEADS WOULD ROLL DAVID, you & your PIGS would have stepped in 

IMMEDIALEY made sure there was Justice & Restoration, the assailants held to account to the 

full force of ‘the law’! You are a “public servant” David, you work for “the public” and because I 
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have yet to correct my status I am still part of “the public” which means you work for me like all 

members of “the public”. How does it benefit you David to stay silent while my rights and 

freedoms according to the cultural heritage of my race, the Tanakh are being violated and 

trampled upon by mentally ill walking dead PIGS of this 

wicked wicked province? How does it benefit you to leave me 

bankrupt, unable to function, depressed, oppressed, unable to 

work from complicated grief, continually slandered & 

targeted, an unrestored victim of malicious prosecution, 

harm caused from tampering with my evidence, refusal to 

provide disclosure requested, continually robbed & denied 

“public services” created to hold racist criminals to account, 

stealing and selling my property=MY SON, denying me 

millions for the unforgivable, acute harm PIGS have caused 

rightfully & Lawfully due? Well David how does it benefit you? 

How does it benefit you to ignore my requests for my 

unalienable rights? Did you take an oath David? Where do I 

find your oath of office because I can guarantee you are in violation of your promise which means 

you are a criminal. Do I not have rights in BC David? Do I not 

have rights in ‘Canada’ David? Or are my rights just an illusion 

like fictions federal & provincial ‘government’? Do I not have the 

right to Recourse, Remedy and Restoration when I’ve been 

harmed by criminals stealing my property and violently 

attacking me & my family for years? Do you understand David 

that it is YOU personally that has attempted to deny my Civil 

Claims No. 192294 and 192545? I notified you there was a problem of 

Biblical proportions yet you stay silent? Your inaction & refusal to serve 

me because of my race & gender is a hate crime. You are filled with hate 

for my race which is evident in your continual stonewalling & refusal to 

do what is ethical, Lawful and right. Truth is David looks like you’ve got 

a serious problem on your hands with UGLY Masonic persons posing as 

‘judges’ abusing & terrorising those they’re paid HUGE MONEY to “serve” 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/b-c-judges-

apologized-4-times-in-a-year-1.5104569. Myself & my son are owed apology along with millions 

for the harm unqualified PIGS posing as ‘judges’ inflicted on my family with their racism & evil. 

Payment from PIGS who sat on his forced adoption as they hate me, gained energy & wealth from 

destroying a loving, peaceful biological family because my race serve & speak the Truth tanach.  

Do you tell your children the Truth David? Do you tell your children they are property of “the 

Vatican” and can be ripped from their home at any given time based on circumstantial evidence? 

Do you tell them they have zero rights being “Canadian citizens” 

only duties and obligations? Do you tell them you like the rest of the 

liars=lawyers+judges are jokers, tricksters who destroy the innocent 

and acquit the guilty with witchcraft you speak & write under the 

guise of ‘codes, statues, regulations, acts, legislation & judgements’? Do you tell your children you 

belong to an evil cult of chaos & deception to make the BIG BUCKS? Do you tell your children you 
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and your pals posing as “the NDP” have hundreds of millions of dollars in surplus yet there are 

children who don’t have safe Tanakh homes or enough to eat? I want you to show this Truth to 

your children David https://youtu.be/I1MABsvz-vM so they can 

understand who you are and what you represent. All children have 

AN UNALIENABLE RIGHT to know the Truth. Truth is Love David. 

Truth is the only thing Love has ever been 

or ever will be. You don’t have the first 

clue what Love is which is why you 

completely ignore me to protect those who have attacked and 

destroyed me because you are one of the wicked. A righteous Man 

would never act the way you are towards one of God’s children. A 

righteous Man would never ignore the continual cries for Justice from a 

widow Deuteronomy 27:19. I am sick to my stomach for your children 

like I am for my son who lives in a home with no Love, Truth or Life like 

your children. My son lives a chaotic life of lies with rancid thieves & 

liars who bought him from BC’s child trafficking/destruction division 

“MCFD”/“family court”. No wonder I have no desire to live Proverbs 29:2 

as I’m sure my child doesn’t like millions of others who are sick & tired 

of the insane sick+need+a+doctor (Satanists) running the asylum (govt) 

Proverbs 29:12. The righteous remnant are surrounded by Godless, Loveless perverted, mentally 

ill (evil is good, good is evil Isaiah 5:20) cursed PIGS who falsely believe “we are authority”.  

Are Godless “public servants” concerned with the spiritual health of the commonwealth? Are vile 

“BC public servants” concerned with the spiritual health of those who reside in “the province”? 

Are PIGS concerned with the spiritual health of your communities & districts? If not, why not? 

Spiritual health is the foundation for all aspects aspect of life. 

The Way, the Truth & the Life=Tanakh has nothing to do with 

revolting “religion”. The Tanakh is the foundation of a strong 

vibrant functioning nation & healthy people. Man does NOT 

live on bread alone Matthew 4:4 but by EVERY WORD that 

proceeds from the mouth of my Father spirit+of+truth. The 

spiritual health and vibration of Victoria BC is the most ugly & filthy filthy anywhere, and this 

unalienable Truth is nothing to be proud pride of. TWO OR THREE WITNESS ESTABLISH the 

TRUTH Deuteronomy 19:15. Victoria BC: the vilest EVIL spiritual atmosphere on the planet; the 

majority of its citizens servants of Belial belial. Satanists children+of+Belial seek fictional 

positions of “authority” & “power” thus demand employment & protection by the Luciferian lucifer 

“public service” sector https://gangstersout.blogspot.com/2010/08/satanism-in-victoria-bc.html 

https://web.archive.org/web/20140820134847/http:/threedeafwords.com/?p=70 

https://web.archive.org/web/20160120215951/http://www.victoriabchorrors.com/. That’s why 

my Father placed His brightest light a+light (me) in the darkest place on earth, Victoria BC. This 

is a PUBLIC SERVICE EMERGENCY & Truth of why my right to Justice, Remedy & Restoration is 

continually denied by evildoers posing as “public servants” in cursed “government town” 

Victoria BC home of the witch & wrath of the Almighty Deuteronomy 7:10 warn+the+wicked!  

PROVINCIAL & FEDERAL PIGS ARE GUILTY OF CRUEL, UNUSUAL, TORTURE, EXCESSIVE 

ABUSIVE, and HATE CRIME BEHAVIOUR TOWARDS MY FAMILY BECAUSE OF OUR RACE, 
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CULTURAL HERITAGE AND ETHNIC IDENTITY! I WILL destroy the evildoers with their own 

“legalese”! What happens to a dog that relieves itself in the house? Usually it has its face rubbed 

in its own fecal matter to teach it a lesson. I’m about to do to that to wicked BC & federal “public 
servants” continually violently 

attacking me to deny my 

unalienable Tanakh & Human 

Rights to Justice, Remedy & 

Restoration in order to facilitate 

their attempts for force me to 

commit suicide and/or destroy 

my life & future completely. I’m 

about to rub ‘legal fiction’ 
legalese (language of the witch) 

fecal matter written by 

liars=lawyers+judges+politicians 

in their faces. Are the dogs 

Revelation 22:15 ready? “Codes, 
statues, regulations, acts, & legislation” are the unquestionable obligation of “public servants”. 

Legalese fictions are contracts made between “govt employees” and “the public”. When “govt 

employees” violate their contractual obligations “codes, statues, regulations, acts, & legislation” 
you have caused harm and loss to those you are paid to serve and are personally responsible for 

the crimes you commit. Do you understand I am a minority with special rights and privileges 

written in your own so called “laws” to which you are not permitted to ignore or deny to my 

minority race? BC PIGS are in violation of YOUR “International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights” and your “Equality Law” International_Covenant_on_Civil_and_Political_Rights 

https://www.equalityhumanrights.com http://www.hrcr.org/equality/canada_law.html not to 

mention the “Charter of Rights & Freedoms” https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/csj-sjc/rfc-dlc/ccrf-

ccdl/rfcp-cdlp.html and “International Human Rights” Laws https://www.un.org/en/universal-

declaration-human- rights/index.html. 

Of course, the Truth is ‘Canadian citizens’ are property, chattel, ‘dead lost at sea’ having ZERO 

RIGHTS or FREEDOMS which is why ALL GOVT CONTRACTS have a “name” which does not 

belong to me, “VICTORIA ANN NEVENS” written in debased “dog-Latin” 

like recorded on tomb-stones. Upon agreeing to “public services” by 

signing contracts containing the debased ALL-UPPERCASE-TEXT-SIGN-

LANGUAGE that I am the property of “the Vatican” (Masonic/Jesuit 

Woman hating pedophile cult) which cleverly masquerades as “the 
Crown” I am never presented with full disclosure between myself, a Free 

Woman and Satan’s minion PIGS=Persons In Govt. In Truth I have NO 

RIGHTS or FREEDOMS as property of “the Crown” only duties and 

obligations like the rest of the slaves of the privately owned, foreign 

CORPORATION commonwealth. That is the real reason all “rules codes, 
statues, regulations, acts, & legislation” giving the illusion of Fairness & Justice never apply to me, 

my son or any of the federal or provincial PIGS who have destroyed our lives. PIGS=Persons In 

Govt work for “the good of the public” and obviously “the good of the public” is to discriminate, 
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hate (incite hatred), continually violently attack, torture, 

oppress, gaslight (verb) gaslight, attempt to murder 

(genocide), continually steal from and destroy my race & the 

people we create and love from “the world” the+world.  

Clearly I now have to waste my time explaining Contract Law 

to inept provincial & federal PIGS=Persons In Govt. When PIGS force me into their contracts for 

their useless Godless waste of time chaotic total joke “public services” with their name “VICTORIA 

ANN NEVENS” they are under obligation to follow ALL “rules codes, statues, regulations, acts, & 

legislation” because “contracts” are #1) offer-only valid with FULL-DISCLOSURE #2) 

acceptance-can only be made with FULL-DISCLOSURE #3) intention-what is the intention 

intention of PIGS? to serve “the people”? or to serve their pagan pedophile cult of corruption to 

murder, steal from & destroy the righteous? #4) consideration consideration must be of value 

and is exchanged for the performance or promise [oath of the PIG] of performance by the other 

party (such performance itself is consideration). In a contract, one consideration (thing given) is 

exchanged for another consideration.  

Obviously, “contracts” offered by so called “public 

services” such as provinces, cities, municipalities, 

districts, townships, banks, liars=lawyers are 

immoral immoral & invalid (adjective) invalid due 

to the truth that FULL-DISCLOSURE disclosure is 

never offered so the parties can make an informed 

decision to accept or reject the offer of service. 

ALL “public service” contracts are the same and 

have the intention to deceive deceive, defraud 

defraud, extort extort & oppress oppress for the 

sole benefit of the PIGS who hide behind their 

illusion of “the government” & “public service”.  

Everything and anyone that deceives another is 

unethical, unlawful therefore illegal because 

deception causes harm to the one deceived. 

Leviticus 19:11 You must not steal. You must not 

lie or deceive one another. Leviticus 19:11 

Truthfully deceiving anyone for any reason is 

blasphemy Numbers 5:6 which is the unforgivable 

crime never+be+forgiven. Since cursed PIGS are 

guilty of blasphemy, they’re the walking dead. The 

dead are noxious noxious to the environment.  

Those pretending to be “the province of BC” have created “specialized courts” 

https://www.provincialcourt.bc.ca/about-the-court/specialized-courts for everyone except my 

(foreign) race , language (Scripture) & cultural heritage (Tanakh followers & teachers). Why is that 

David Eby? You are the head liar=lawyer & deceiver for “the province” and as such you need to 

work with me even though you have proven to hate me due to my status (widow), race (child of 

Truth) & gender (Woman) with your continual acts of discrimination, abuse, ignorance, 
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stonewalling, torment, cruelty, theft, refusal to return my property=my 

son and release the millions in damages “the province” owes my family 

for your hate crimes, forced adoption is human trafficking, slander, 

liable, malicious prosecution, false arrest, false charges, torture, 

inhumane & degrading treatment, malfeasance, misfeasance, denial of 

a fair trial, denial of due process, denial of a Tanakh court …shall I go on?  

AS USUAL BC PIGS ARE VIOLATING My Human Rights (apparently, I don’t deserve ‘rights’) 

Article 1 

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason and 

conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood. 

Article 2 

Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration, without distinction 

of any kind… 

Article 4 

No one shall be held in slavery or servitude; slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all 

their forms. (holding a birth certificate/SIN number is slavery & servitude so GOVT is GUILTY) 

Article 5 

No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 

Article 21 

(1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government of their 

country, directly or through freely chosen representatives. 

(2) Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in 

their country. 

The arrogant, cruel, compulsive lying, blind & deaf (disqualified 

due to proving to be a psychopath psychopath) PIG (who has 

committed indictable crimes punishable by death) attempting to 

deny my Notices of Civil Claim No. 192294 and 192545 will issue 

an apology as well as signing my Claims for release and politely 

return them to me ASAP. PIGS follow MY DIRECTION & 

INSTRUCTION as we have a contract to which you are BOUND. I 

DO NOT CONSENT TO LISTENING TO or BEING SUBJECTED to 

OPINIONS of the WICKED or BE DENIED MY TANAKH & HUMAN 

RIGHTS, JUSTICE, REMEDY & RESTORATION BY ANY PIG AT 

ANYTIME for ANY REASON EVER AGAIN. “Chief Judge” Melissa 

Gillespie (why is her name written in proper English & not dog-

Latin? Is ‘Melissa Gillespie’ a sovereign citizen?) has failed to do 

her JOB (violating her oath) by following the instructions given 

to her last week to send a memo to “the coven” posing as 

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/psychopath


“judges” in the building at 850 Burdett Avenue, Victoria BC that not one of them is permitted to be 

cruel, degrading, rude, excluding or hating me (racial bias & discrimination) by refusing to sign my 

Notices of Civil Claim as presented to “the court/the Registry”.  

I have unsuccessfully repeatedly attempted to bring the superior level of intelligence of my race, 

ancestry & ethnic identity down to the stupidity stupidity of those in BC pretending to be federal 

& provincial “public servants” who are not qualified to understand Scripture/Truth which is the 

native language of my people. Of course, this is explained in great 

detail in my Father’s Word 1 John 4:5-6 These enemies belong to this 

world, and the world listens to them, because they speak its language. 

We belong to God, and everyone who knows God will listen to us. But 

the people who don't know God won't listen to us. This is how we can 

tell the Spirit that speaks the truth from the one that tells lies. 1_John 

4:5 1_John 4:6. Why is it impossible for PIGS=Persons In Govt to 

understand? The Truth is PIGS are NOT children of Truth as written 

John 8:47 The one who belongs to God listens and responds to God's 

words. You don't listen and respond, because you don't belong to God. 

John 8:47. The official language of people of “the world” is gibberish 

gibberish and my race are not permitted to listen to or be around those who speak Babylonian BS 

Babylon because that language and those who speak it are poisonous Psalms 1:1.   

I keep forgetting I have NO 

RIGHTS because I am falsely 

classified as a “person” yet I see 

the illusion of “rights” 
everywhere. Can you explain 

this David Eby since you are the 

province’s spokesperson for its 

legal fictions & illusions? How 

do those who are evil protect the 

rights of those who are 

righteous whom they want to 

genocide from their nation? 

Don’t even try to deny for over a 

decade BC’s PIGS have been 

doing everything in your power 

to make me commit suicide and 

destroy my health, welfare, 

safety and peace by continually 

refusing to “serve & protect” me 

and my Tanakh & Human Rights 

to hold hate-filled criminals who 

continually attack me & family 

because of race, gender, cultural 

heritage, official language and 

ethnic origin. Is this the way 
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those acting as BC “public servants” treat foreigners/strangers foreigner stranger in your 

community? My race, cultural heritage & ethnic origin actually places me & my child under the 

distinction of people (NOT ‘PERSONS’) with permanent, long-term disability Disabilities 

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/governments/about-the-bc-

government/accessibility/background/un-convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities 

because it is clear daft daft PIGS do not speak or understand the official language of my race & 

culture which makes our lives unbearable and in constant danger of harm aka “the disabled”.   

If you PIGS continue to torment me and my son 

by refusing to return him to his rightful home 

as well as release the millions in damages 

owned my family for your disgusting racist, 

mentally ill, hypocritical actions then I have 

every right to take ALL PIGS responsible for 

harming me and my family into a Tanakh court 

to be granted my right to Justice, Remedy, & 

Restoration.  

So what is the decision of the satanic swine 

herd of BC? What is your conclusion? I will 

destroy EVERY PIG including EVERY 

LIAR=lawyer+judge, social worker, family 

development worker, counsellor, MLA, MP 

involved in the trafficking of my son. 

REMINDER ‘the province of british columbia’ OWE MY HOUSEHOLD FOR YEARS of HATE CRIME, 

VIOLATING ALL MY FAMILIES TANAKH RIGHTS and A MYRIAD of OUR HUMAN RIGHTS 

CAUSING IRREPARABLE HARM TO OUR LIVES—PAYMENT IS YEARS OVERDUE: 

“BC GOVT” surrogacy & care fees of “crown” property=MY SON                                $14,250,880.00 

MCFD witches/whores of Jutland Rd, dozens of witches/whores GUILTY OF RACKETEERING aka 

BAR members, along with any other witch/whore with its NAME on documents TRAFFICKING MY 

SON. Decade of persecution/hate crimes/torture & violations of my family’s Tanakh Rights by 

racist District of Saanich, Victoria PD, Central Saanich PS, City of Victoria, BC Hate Crimes Unit, 

BC Human Rights Tribunal, BC Attorney General, Boys & Girls Club, just to name a few of the guilty 

child trafficking pedophile death cult covens involved              $10,500,000.00 

My race KNOW exactly what Justice, Remedy & Restoration is 

Proverbs 28:5 Evil people do not understand justice, but those who 

seek the TRUTH understand everything. Proverbs 28:5  

Due to the Truth written in the Word Amos 5:10 They=BC PIGS have 

hated those who are presenting their cases in court, detesting the 

one who speaks truthfully Amos 5:10, those acting as “public 
servants” are by their vile hate-filled actions attempting to deny my Claims so clearly unwilling to 

provide MY RACE OUR UNALIENABLE RIGHT TO A FAIR, IMPARTIAL, UNBIAS TRIAL overseen by 

one of our peers WHICH MEANS BC PIGS ARE IN VIOLATION OF MY RACE’S HUMAN RIGHTS:  
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Article 8. Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for 

acts violating the fundamental rights granted by the constitution or by law.  

Article 12. No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference of their privacy, family, home or 

correspondence, nor to attacks upon their honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the 

protection of the law against such interference or attacks. MCFD+COURT PIGS GUILTY OF 

VIOLATING ALL of ME AND MY SON’S UNALIENABLE TANAKH & HUMAN RIGHTS. 

Article 15. (1) Everyone has the right to a nationality. (2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of 

their nationality. EVERYONE OF MY NATIONALITY KNOW & FOLLOW the TANAKH. 

Article 16. (1) Men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality or 

religion, have the right to marry and to found a family. EXCEPT WHEN MCFD & ‘COURT’ 

PERVERTED PIGS BECOME INVOLVED IN A FAMILY THEN PEOPLE WITH CHILDREN 

HAVE NO RIGHTS AT ALL. 

Article 17. (1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others. 

(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of their property. BC PIGS ARE OBLIGATED TO 

PROVIDE FINANCIAL RESOURCES TO KEEP ME & MY FAMILY SAFE at 604 Polyanthus 

Cres. See Human Rights Article 23, 25, 28-30. 

Article 18. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right 

includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with 

others and in public or private, to manifest their religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship 

and observance.  

Article 19. Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes 

freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and 

ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers. WHY ARE BC PIGS CONTINUALLY 

LYING TO DENY MY RIGHT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION I REQUEST? THIS 

VIOLATION TO MY RIGHT TO DISCLOSURE IS BEING DENIED RIGHT NOW! 

Article 20. (1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association. (2) No 

one may be compelled to belong to an association. I AM FORCED TO DEAL WITH PIGS WHO 

ARE NOT PEACEFUL nor DO THEY WISH TO PROVIDE ‘PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY or 

ASSOCIATION’ VIOLATING MY RACE’S HUMAN RIGHTS. 

Article 21. (1) Everyone has the right to take part in the government 

of their country, directly or through freely chosen representatives. (2) 

Everyone has the right of equal access to public service in their 

country. (3) The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority 

of government; this will shall be expressed in periodic and genuine 

elections which shall be by universal and equal suffrage and shall be 

held by secret vote or by equivalent free voting procedures. I HAVE 

EVERY RIGHT (says so right here PIGS) to continually 

hammer away Jeremiah 23:29 at the Godless useless PIGS who are continually causing 

me & my son harm, refusing us our rights, Justice, Remedy & Restoration in order to 

genocide he and I from your ugly, wicked, sick, cursed, doomed “world”.  

https://biblehub.com/jeremiah/23-29.htm


Article 22. Everyone, as a member of society, has the right to social security and is entitled to 

realization, through national effort and international co-operation and in accordance with the 

organization and resources of each State, of the economic, social and cultural rights 

indispensable for their dignity and the free development of their personality.  

Article 23. (1) Everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just and 

favourable conditions of work and to protection against unemployment. (2) Everyone, without 

any discrimination, has the right to equal pay for equal work. (3) Everyone who works has the 

right to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for themselves and their family an existence 

worthy of human dignity, and supplemented, if necessary, by other means of social protection.  

Article 25. (1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-

being of themselves and of their family, including food, clothing, housing, medical care and 

necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of 

unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack 

of livelihood in circumstances beyond their control. (2) Motherhood and 

childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children, 

whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social 

protection. PIGS DO NOT PROVIDE “SPECIAL CARE” TO 

MOTHERS OR THEIR CHILDREN WHEN MOTHER & CHILD HAVE 

BEEN TARGETED for DESTRUCTION BY WICKED PERVERTED 

CHILD TRAFFICKING MCFD/COURT PIGS! FORCED ADOPTION 

is HUMAN TRAFFICKING, THE SENTENCE IN UNALIENABLE TANAKH LAW is the 

DEATH PENALTY PUTRID MCFD/COURT PIGS!  

Article 28. Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which the rights and freedoms 

set forth in this Declaration can be fully realized.  

Article 29. (1) Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full 

development of their personality is possible. (2) In the exercise of their rights and freedoms, 

everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose 

of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and of meeting the 

just requirements of morality, public order and the general welfare in a democratic society. (3) 

These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the purposes and principles 

of the United Nations. THERE IS NO “MORALITY, PUBLIC ORDER OR WELFARE” OUTSIDE 

TANAKH which has been PROVEN by PIGS who can only create chaos & destruction 

with their ‘legal fiction’ circus! PIGS REFUSE TO UPHOLD MY Article 29 Right as if I 

am forced to engage with anyone who refuses the Way, the Truth & the Life=Tanakh 

the free and full development of my personality is NOT possible! Do PIGS understand?  

Article 30. Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for 

any State, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform 

any act aimed at the destruction of any of the rights and freedoms set 

forth herein. 

Allow me to show BC PIGS the level of utter stupidity I am forced to 

endure when required to use its pagan, energy sucking, waste of time & 



money “public services” and total joke Masonic “condemn the innocent acquit the guilty” Exodus 

23:7 murder, theft & destruction “justice services”. 

PIGS don’t want anyone to “give their opinion” as 

shown on “Starting an Action by Notice of Civil Claim” 

instructions written on the left. Make sure to notice the 

UNLAWFUL demand to fill out names/titles in ALL-

CAPITAL dog-Latin so the PIGS can get fictional 

“jurisdiction” (a fancy trick word for ‘control’) over 

everyone to deny justice to the innocent as prophesied 

Amos 5:12 in the Word of Truth. Of course, denying 

Justice to those who speak Truth or are poor is 

unethical, unlawful therefore illegal Exodus 23:6 but 

PIGS don’t care because it’s “a brotherhood” and “the 
brotherhood” protect “the brothers” at all costs. That’s 

the TRUTHFUL reason a PIG is trying to deny my Claims 

against CRIMINALS Ash Knightley and Nicolai Fabris. 

Isn’t that right David Eby? David Eby is PART OF THE WICKED PROBLEM not the SOLUTION!  

PIGS don’t want anyone more intelligent than they are arrogant to “give their opinion” yet they ask 

for “relief sought” from the plaintiff WHICH IS SOMEONE’S OPINION! The level of stupidity of PIGS 

is HILARIOUS! SUEY! Psalm 37:13 But the Most-High laughs at wicked people, because he knows 

they will soon be destroyed Psalms 37:13.  

I have dozens of Claims of action to file against “public” and 

“private” persons. I will be successful in all proceedings against 

those who have caused me and my family harm and/or loss 

according to Tanakh Law and its court procedures which are so 

simple a child could understand how the Way, the Truth & the Life 

system operates. Many of my Claims of action are going to have to 

be held in “federal court” as Human Trafficking is an indictable 

crime worthy of the death sentence as punishment always fits the 

harm and damage caused to its victims in Reality Law.  

YOU WILL NOT EVER appoint as ‘Judge’ one ignorant of Tanakh. Deuteronomy 1:13   

All Judges must be EXPERTS in Tanakh “When you judge, treat everyone the same. Listen 

to those who are important & those who are not. Don’t be afraid of anyone. The Almighty is the 

highest judge. Bring Him any case that is too hard. He’ll listen to it.” 

https://mobile.biblegateway.com/verse/en/Deuteronomy%201:17 Deuteronomy 1:17  

Judges MUST NOT PERVERT JUSTICE BY RENDERING THEIR OWN OPINION. A JUDGE 

MUST EVALUATE according to Tanakh. A Judge is not to favor (be partial to) a litigant. A 

Judge is not to commit unrighteousness. Leviticus 19:15   

DO NOT judge a matter until it has been fully investigated. Deuteronomy 19:18-19   

Judges MUST NOT pervert Justice due THE FOREIGNER (Tanakh experts) or the 

fatherless. Deuteronomy 24:17   
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Only those of my ethnic identity are qualified to sit as Judges. That is 

why I KNOW a PIG posing as a ‘magistrate’ who was born wicked from 

birth is attempting to deny my Notices of Civil Claim therefore not 

qualified to make that decision Psalm 58:3 Evildoers go wrong all their 

lives; they tell lies from the day they are born Psalms 58:3. Psalm 52:3 

You would rather do evil than good, and tell lies than speak the truth 

Psalms 52:3. Proverbs 21:10 Wicked people are always hungry for evil; 

they have no mercy on anyone Proverbs 21:10.  

LISTEN YOU WICKED HATE FILLED PIGS IT’S OVER! PIGS CONTINUALLY TRYING TO DESTROY 

ME QUITE OBVIOUSLY IS NOT GOING TO WORK! OK SATANIC SWINE HERD? I KNOW MY 

UNALIENABLE TANAKH RIGHTS and if need be, I WILL CONTINUE TO SHOVE THE TRUTH 

DOWN YOUR FECAL MATTER SPEWING THROATS! YOU’VE DONE EVERYTHING IN YOUR UGLY 

WICKED ‘POWER’ TO GET ME TO COMMIT SUICIDE, 

DESTROY MY CHILDHOOD, MY LIFE, MY REPUTATION, MY 

BUSINESS, MY FAMILY, MY FINANCES, MY SON, MY HOME, 

OUR FUTURE YET YOU CANNOT SHAKE ME BECAUSE I 

KNOW EXACTLY WHO & WHAT I AM WHICH MAKES ME AN 

EXPERT ON WHO and WHAT YOU ALL ARE! YOUR 

BEGINNING AND YOUR END IS ALL WRITTEN IN THE NATIVE 

LANGUAGE OF MY RACE & ETHNIC IDENTITY which sits in every courtroom in the 

commonwealth! There are no coincidences. You are EXPOSED! You have NO defense; vile PIGS 

have NO EXCUSE! MY FATHER HATES YOU his+soul+hates which is the reason YOU ALL HATE 

ME! The sickest part is you have NO SHAME Jeremiah 8:12! You do not understand that you are 

only destroying yourselves! And for what? So you can spend eternity in torment being paid back 

for what your hands have done pay+them+back? Are you nuts? You have to be mentally ill to 

believe there is no absolute Truth because there is 

absolute Truth and it changes for no one. My Father has 

spread out the Truth to you your entire lives. My Father 

sends His people to warn you and this is how you repay us? 

By being as ugly and destructive to my race as your feeble 

strength will allow? Either way you want to look at what you 

are doing, from either the Truth side which is Tanakh or 

your psycho gibberish “codes, statues, regulations, acts, & 
legislation” YOU ARE GUILTY! Guilty by association. Your 

repulsive provincial crest, the sun & mountains in reality a 

disguised hexagram known in Scripture as the idol 

Remphan Acts 7:43 is your revolting attempt to curse everyone & everything. Anyone of you 

could be kind and helpful towards me and it would save your eternal souls and your household. 

Do you not know the story of the prostitute Rahab James 2:25 who showed kindness to God’s 

people which saved her and her household? Those who are kind to my race are rewarded with 

blessings as are those who cause us harm are rewarded with destruction Proverbs 3:33.   

FOLLOW THE ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS I HAVE CAREFULLY LAID OUT IN DETAIL FOR YOU! 

Stop being wicked! Stop trying to destroy my life, my son and our future! STOP! I will continue 

to speak Truth to the wicked until Justice, Remedy & Restoration are granted as is my Right!  
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